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Abstract
Scalability is a vital issue in the development of practical multi-agent systems. In this paper, we first provide
an overview of approaches that may be applied to the multi-agent system scalability. We then model and
simulate the scalability of a multi-agent application: a labor market case based on the JADE multi-agent
platform. We analyze the effect of individual performance metrics on labor market system scalability.

1. Introduction
The growth in networked information resources requires the distribution and interoperation of information
systems. Such systems cannot be easily realized with traditional software technologies because of the limits of
these technologies in coping with distribution and interoperability. In the past few years Multi-Agent Systems
(MAS) have emerged, combining research from the field of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) with new
approaches to software engineering. This new paradigm proposes solutions to highly distributed problems in
dynamic, open computational domains. These multi-agent systems have been studied as systems in which
large numbers of agents process complicated tasks by breaking them down into smaller parts and interacting
with each other. Different application platforms have been developed to support agent system development.
For example, JADE [3, 9, 18] is one such software framework. It provides an environment for developing
agent applications in compliance with the FIPA specifications [11] for interoperable intelligent multi-agent
systems.
Unfortunately, most multi-agent systems that have been built so far involve interactions between relatively
small numbers of agents. When multi-agent systems are employed in larger applications, what issues of
scaling need to be considered? In an e-commerce or e-government application employing negotiating agents,
is it possible to determine how many agents can be supported without significant delays to the user? These are
the scalability questions we consider in this document. Scalability has become an important issue in the
successful deployment of multi-agent software, since performance requirements can change over time.
Therefore, it is often expected that the multi-agent software can be scaled up or down to ensure the desired
performance at minimal costs.
In this paper, we provide an overview of approaches that may be applied to assess multi-agent system
scalability, and describe scaling techniques and methods for enhancing scalability for agent systems. We then
model and simulate the scalability of a multi-agent application system -- a labor market case in the JADE
*
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multi-agent platform, and analyze the effect of the performance metrics on the labor market system
scalability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background about multi-agent system scalability is briefly
reviewed in the next section. In Section 3, a labor market multi-agent application system is proposed, and
some models of the system are described and discussed. In Section 4, the scalability of these models are
simulated and analyzed. In Section 5, some concluding remarks and directions are presented for further
research.

2. Overview of Multi-agent System Scalability
We first introduce the concept and questions of scalability described in [26], and then analyze the factors that
impact multi-agent system scalability. We then discuss the technologies and methods measuring scalability
and enhancing scalability.

2.1 Definition of Scalability
The problem of scalability is one with which the distributed computing community is still wrestling.
Scalability problems generally manifest themselves as performance problems. According to O. Rana's
description [26], scalability in its most general form is defined as: "the ability of a solution to a problem to
work when the size of the problem increases". Actually, scaling can be performed up or down. A program is
considered able to scale up, if the addition of certain resources (e.g. memory, processor) will lead to an
increase in performance. A program can be considered able to scale down if it is possible to remove/reduce
the access of certain resources (e.g. less memory, slower processor). For example, with the rise of small and
mobile computing devices the problem often arises if and how software can be scaled down to run in a more
resource-constrained environment. While it is important to realize that systems can also scale down, scaling
up is the by far most often discussed approach. In this report, the scalability discussion is focused on scaling
up.
According to multi-agent communications, multi-agent systems will need to scale in a number of different
dimensions as follows.
•
•
•
•

The total number of agents involved increasing on a given platform.
The total number of agents involved increasing across multiple systems or platforms.
The size of the data upon which the agents are operating is increasing.
Increasing the diversity of agents.

In the first two scenarios, the total agent density and the resulting effect on system performance can be
determined in terms of metrics associated with a particular platform or operating environment. These metrics
include memory usage, scheduling/swapping overheads (for active agents), cloning an agent, or dispatching
an agent to a remote site (with mobile agents) and are often the only metrics reported for agent performance
and scalability [15].
If agent density is increased to obtain better performance, we can measure the relative speed-up, giving us the
net gain in benefit by increasing the number of agents, as often quoted in parallel computing literature [35].
According to Amdahl's law and O. Rana's description, the slower agents will limit the gained speed-up in the
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system or agents, which are forced to operate sequentially. Thus, the achievable speedup is nearly linear when
the problem size is increased as more agents are added.
Increases in agent diversity also have a corresponding effect on agent density, and in this case scalability
management is related to methodologies for agent analysis and design. Software engineering approaches for
developing agent communications, which extend beyond existing approaches based on object-oriented
modeling techniques, or knowledge engineering approaches are needed.
Scalability can also be stated in terms of co-ordination policies in agent communities, including metrics like
the total number of message exchanges necessary to converge on a solution, for instance. Either agents can be
grouped to limit message exchanges, or a global utility function may be specified. Various co-ordination
policies are discussed in [34], with the co-ordination problem described as composing some objects (tasks,
goals, decisions and plans) with respect to some overall direction (goal, functionality), with several actors
involved in the co-ordination process. The necessity to converge to a global optimum as emphasized by game
theoretic and economic models also has an impact on performance, and correspondingly scalability.
Another set of approaches for managing scalability is related to modeling agent systems to predict
performance. Various approaches exist, one of which is based on the concept of a messenger paradigm. A
survey can be found in [13].
Actually, many scalability problems in large-scale, agent-based systems, are related to limited scalability of
searching and matching facilities. Unfortunately, some of these problems are inherently non-scalable and can
be tackled only by considering the application for which agents are developed, for example, some specific
services in multi-agent systems such as naming services, location services and directory services, etc.
In addition, the term "scalability" is not always used to refer to architecture, service and performance. In some
cases it is used to refer to scalable functionality. For example, the SAIRE approach [21] claims to be scalable
because it supports heterogeneous agents. Shopbot [38] claims to be scalable because its agents can adapt to
understand new websites. In these cases, we think the term extensible functionality would be more
appropriate than the term scalability.

2.2 Factors Affecting Multi-agent System Scalability
Two main factors can be identified, that impact the scalability of a multi-agent system: load and complexity.
Here the load mainly includes memory load, CPU load and communication load. Memory load means the
amount of memory occupied by the system and agents. CPU load means the CPU usage including processes,
threads, special computations for security and privacy, intra-container communications, etc. Communication
load means message routing load because of message passing as agents' major form of communication.
Mostly, these loads affect each other and affect the response time to the request. Even a medium-sized multiagent system with only a few hundred agents is already a significant workload, which would require the use
of several high end PC or a multi-processor WS.
When dealing with the amount of agents in the memory and the CPU usage it is important to distinguish
between reactive and proactive agents. A reactive agent will only be executed if it receives a message.
Consequently a reactive agent will only consume processor time if it computes a response to an incoming
message. Therefore increasing the numbers of reactive agents is predominantly a memory (agent storage)
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problem. Large multi-agent systems consisting of reactive agents tend to focus on techniques to minimize the
amount of agents in the memory. Idle agents are paged out (serialized to file) and agents that receive a
message are paged in (de-serialized from file). G.Yamamoto [14] demonstrates in an impressive way that this
approach can enable the hosting of several hundred thousand agents. Unlike reactive agents, proactive agents
don't need messages to start actions. By themselves, they can initiate complex tasks like the discovery of new
services. Each proactive agent is an object with one or more threads of control. The hosting of proactive
agents requires significant memory and processor resources. Increasing the number of proactive agents leads
to an increase in concurrent threads that sooner or later exceeds the possibilities of a single machine. The
distribution of processor load is a central issue in the development of multi-agent systems using the proactive
agents. Each agent must have at least one Java thread in order to be able to start new conversations
proactively. Thus, only if the number of concurrent threads can be distributed over different physical
machines, is it possible to scale up the number of agents in a multi-agent system without risking a decreased
performance of individual agents.
Agents rely on message passing for communication. Fast and reliable message delivery is hence of the utmost
importance in order to avoid potentially chaotic behavior. In order to keep runtime overheads low, some
multi-agent systems (e.g. JADE) uses multiple communication means for ACL message transport.
Another factor that affects system scalability is computational complexity. Computational complexity mainly
depends on the algorithms used in the agent system. In addition, it is also important to note, that the
scalability problem of multi-agent systems is not only a question of computational resources but it is also one
of software complexity.

2.3 Determining Scalability: Performance Metrics
In order to assess whether a given multi-agent system scales successfully, we need to identify metrics for
measuring scalability. A scaling strategy can be evaluated from a number of perspectives, such as the
performance of an individual element, the workload of a particular element, communication costs between
elements, and persistence support for elements.
It is clear that we cannot provide a unique performance metric that combines all possible performance criteria,
since the weighting constants are very application-dependent. Therefore, we only identify the important
performance metrics. Various metrics for scalability exist [25], but in this report we only propose two
categories of metrics: (1) those related to system parameters, and (2) those related to coordination
mechanisms. System metrics are generally associated with agent management on a particular host, the
operations performed by an agent, and the transfer of agents or messages between hosts. The main system
metrics we discuss here are the performance characteristics of the agent server. They may be as follows.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

CPU usage and memory requirement as agents density is increased;
Number of searches per second as agent density is increased;
Interaction time as agent density is increased;
Response time to the request as the number of simultaneous messages sent is increased.

The number of agents kept in memory is dependent upon memory size, which greatly affects performance.
The number of processes per second measures the factors affecting performance: the total memory size and
individual agent size. The number of searches per second (throughput) measures the system scalability in
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relation to the number of user agents and job agents. The response time to request measures the system
scalability in relation to the number of simultaneous messages sent.
On the other hand, choice of a suitable coordination mechanism is essential to support scalability in agent
systems. Coordination can be pre-defined, by a "Conversation Policy" [23, 16]. The objective being to
predetermine the number of message transfers between agents, or to minimize conflict between agents, so that
an agent community can converge to a given outcome faster. Both scenarios will facilitate an increase in
agent density, with better reinforcement algorithms contributing towards improved performance [33]. Metrics
associated with coordination policies may be as follows.
(1) Total number of messages transferred between agents;
(2) Total number of agents involved;
(3) Maximal distance between agents involved;
Metrics may also be related to conversation and privacy policies, such as:
- The total number of simultaneous conversations supported,
- The response time between conversations,
- The algorithms that will be used for anonymous protection, etc.

2.4 Modeling Multi-agent Scalability
2.4.1

A Multi-agent Application Overview

To give an overview of a multi-agent system, we introduce a Labor Market Case (LMC) based on the JADE
multi-agent platform. The LMC is a labor market service system providing job search and match function.
This system hosts job agents on a server. Users access this server via their Web browsers and find jobs. They
can obtain information from several job agents in a single search action.
In LMC, users are represented as user agents. A user instantiates his own agent on the multi-agent server and
inputs search requirements, such as job title, profession, location, salary range, etc. His agent then questions
all job agents that can provide jobs. Each job agent queries its job database to obtain the best-matched jobs
and the recommended jobs, reporting the results to the user agent.
Job agents live while the server runs. User agents live for six months to one year and are removed by the
system when they expire. A user can access his user agent many times while it is alive. Even if he/she
switches off his/her computer, his/her agent will still be alive, performing its functions and awaiting for the
next time the owner wishes to connect.
The LMC provides users with an asynchronous job search function. That is, the user can access again to
browse the search results after he/she inputs a set of search requirements.
In a LMC platform, the system hosts at least one job agent on the server, but may host many user agents. Each
job agent wraps a job database in order to obtain job data from the database. User agents can also move
among different agent containers and platforms to obtain job information from all the job agents in the
community. Figure 2.1 depicts one of the possible models for the architecture of LMC.
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User 1

Agent 1
Job Agent 1
Job Database

Agent 2

User 2

o

o

o

Job Agent m

Agent n

User n

Job Database

Figure 2.1. Architectural overview of a Labor Market Case.

2.4.2

Agents Interaction and Control

An agent processes jobs by interacting with other agents. To interact with other agents, an interaction protocol
is required. The interaction protocol defines the message format and the attributes of jobs. The format of a
message consists of the name of the message, the name of the parameters and the types of the parameters.
The order of messages is also important, because agents need to exchange several messages in order to
interact with each other. For example, in LMC, in an exchange between a user agent and a job agent, the user
agent first sends a request message to the job agent, and the job agent then returns a matching result message
followed by a recommend result message. We call this kind of message sequence a session. An interaction
diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
User Agent

Job Agent

Request Message
Matched Job Message
Recommend Job Message

Figure 2.2. Interaction diagram between user agent and job agent.

In LMC system, since each user has its own agent on a server and each agent lives for half a year to one year,
there may be tens of thousands of agents running on a LMC server. On the other hand, the size of a user agent
is not small, so cumulatively, these agents occupy considerable memory. Moreover, each agent has a thread
for processing jobs. If too many threads are running concurrently a system overload may occur. Therefore, a
control mechanism for memory and threads occupied by agents is one of the key issues for servers that host
thousands of agents.
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An agent scheduler controls the amount of memory occupied by agent by keeping agents in secondary
storage. It also controls the number of threads running concurrently by scheduling the activities of agents.
On the other hand, since the user agents in LMC system may be mobile, it is possible that many of them may
come to a LMC server in a short period, causing a system overload. To avoid such problems, we also need a
middleware and mechanism for controlling the flow of agent movements.
2.4.3

Modeling Scalability

We identify a framework for modeling agent communication, which may extend agent design and analysis
methodologies, such as [15]. Our modeling scheme provides separate models for system and coordination
parameters, and can be used to construct models of multi-agent communities hierarchically.
For system parameters, we model CPU usage (performance), memory requirement and throughput of searches
as user and job agent density is increased on a host. We also need to model the response time to the request.
In addition, in order to obtain the complexity cost for interaction between user agents and job agent, we uses
Petri nets (PN) approach and a notation based on PN, because they provide a robust tool for modeling the data
flow mechanisms present within distributed systems. Also theoretical results concerning PN are plentiful, and
numerous tools are available for a quantitative analysis of such discrete event-based systems.
We model the labor market case with a Petri Net in Figure 2.3. A place-transition pair represents each user
agent, with outgoing messages from the user agents modeled by an immediate transition and messages from
Job agents modeled by timed transitions. The parameters α1, α2, l, αn represent computing delays associated
with request-message and privacy processing. The parameters β1, β2, l, βn represent messaging delays from
user agents to the job agent. The parameters δ1, δ2, l, δn represent searching delays associated with search
and match processing. The parameters γ1, γ2, l, γn represent messaging delays associated with timed
transitions, indicating message delays from the job agent to user agents.
α1

β1

User Agent 1

α2

User Agent 2
o

β2

γ1
δ1

γ2
βn
αn

δ2

Job Agent

δn

γn

User Agent n

Figure 2.3. Petri Net: n user agents and a job agent.

The objective of building the Petri net is to obtain the complexity cost for interaction between the user agents
and the job agent, and this we define as:
n

Complexity =

∑ (a α
k =1

k

k

+ bk β k + c k δ k + d k γ k )
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Where ak, bk, ck , dk = 0 or 1. If all a, b, c, d equal 1, the complexity represents the total complexity cost for all
agent actions.

2.5 Scalability Enhancing Techniques
Currently the main approaches for significantly enhancing scalability are replicating the framework,
component distribution, component replication and agent scheduling. Since the replication of the framework
[29, 24] tends to waste resources and hence does not appear to be a promising solution for scaling up, it will
be ignored in this report.
2.5.1

Component Distribution

An easy way to ensure that the combined resources of several physical machines can be used is to manually
distribute the main components of the multi-agent system over several machines. When hosting the
components in different processes, an inter-process communication (IPC) is required. This can be done by
using only simple socket communication, via language specific approaches like Java’s RMI or by using
language and platform independent approaches like CORBA. JADE is a distributed multi-agent system. It can
host agents on different agent containers (machines) and uses RMI for inter-container communication and
IIOP for inter-platform communication.
While providing an easy way to distribute, this approach has two major drawbacks, the first of which is the
manual distribution. It is up to a human programmer to decide where components have to reside. This
significantly complicates adjustments to the often-varying load situation of machines. The second and more
serious disadvantage concerns the linkage of the components to the resources of only one physical machine.
This means, that it is impossible to scale individual components of the multi-agent system beyond the limits
of a single machine. While this might not be a concern for a registry component, message routers and agent
hosts can easily outgrow the capabilities of single machines.
As a result, the system is limited in its scalability since individual components cannot be distributed over
more than one physical machine.
2.5.2

Component Replication

Instead of only distributing the components over different physical machines, it is also possible to replicate
them. If the message router is expected to become a bottleneck, it is possible to have two or more message
routers, each hosted on a different machine. Assuming that some load balancing is in place, this solution helps
to significantly boost the performance of the multi-agent system. Typically, the agent hosts and message
services (e.g. router) are replicated since they are the most likely to be performance bottlenecks. Like
component distribution, the problem of inter-process communication must be solved by either implementing
proprietary protocols via sockets or by using standardized ones like CORBA. It is important to note that with
duplication of components, the amount of necessary inter-process communication is likely to increase. It is,
therefore, important to design the system in a way that the load of IPC is distributed e.g. by using IIOP.
Component inflation is a very common strategy to ensure scalability within a multi-agent system. The
replication of hosts and message routers is a common technique and by using mobile agents that can migrate
between the agent hosts, a decentralized load balancing can be achieved. But it is important to realize, that the
replication of components has two major disadvantages, resource consumption and increased complexity. By
adding complete components like agent hosts, resources are wasted since all the host specific services are also
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replicated. In addition, the system becomes more complex, since more components have to be managed. Load
balancing is now an additional problem!
While having multiple message routers might not be problematic, an inflation of hosts can quickly become a
maintenance challenge, especially if large numbers of agents are floating between them. It is therefore no
surprise, that there are literally no reports about successful deployed systems using this technique.
2.5.3

Agent Scheduling

To increase the capacity of individual agent hosts, special agent/thread schedulers are often used. Agent
scheduling tries to optimize the distribution of the sparse resources among a large numbers of agents. Agents
that are not performing tasks are deactivated thus preserving resources for the others. Agent scheduling
typically requires that agents be split into a large group of deactivated agents and a small group of active
agents.
Besides memory, the deactivated agents consume no other resources, while the active agents have access to
all resources. Agent scheduling requires a “good” scheduling policy to determine which agents are to be
moved from deactivated to active state and the ability to control the individual agent’s access to system
resources. Various scheduling policies are possible that use ranking of importance, heuristics and statistics.
The most common form of scheduling is the event or message-oriented scheduling where an event or the
arrival of messages priories agents. In such systems that typically consist of reactive agents, only agents that
received messages are moved from the deactivated queue into the group of active agents (for the duration of
the message processing). A variation of this approach can be seen in [14] where (reactive) agents are moved
depending upon events (user logs) from the deactivated to the active group or vice versa. Agent scheduling is
the only technique that has a proven track record of enabling the execution of large numbers of (reactive)
agents. When using scheduling for proactive agents the CPU time slice for each agent is reciprocal to the
number of agents, which renders this approach useless for large numbers of proactive agents. The fact that
scheduling itself is also a computationally expensive operation might even worsen an already existing CPU
shortage. Consequently this technique is not very useful for systems with predominately proactive agents.
Since we have chosen JADE as our LMC system platform and JADE uses proactive techniques, and since
JADE itself chooses very good scheduling techniques, this approach is not very useful for our LMC system.

3. Modeling the Labor Market System
In coming years it is expected that the matching of supply and demand in the labor market will increasingly
be performed through Internet-based intermediaries such as software agents. Thus, electronic labor market is
a natural domain for testing multi-agent system scalability. It involves a large number of end-users and online
labor market. Our particular scenario involves agents that encapsulate the basic requirements and some
personal data of the end-user and job match agents.
End-users’ goals for their job search are presented to the user agents. The end-user sends his/her privacy
policy and searching requirements to the user agent via web browsers. The user agent then sends the
requirements and some personal data to the job match agents according to the user’s privacy policy. When
matching the user's personal information with the available functions, a match must be made between the user
profile and the demands of the party requiring personnel. In this process, data will be exchanged in an
anonymous way. Thus, the user agent may require some PET technologies to protect the user’s personal data
or it may need to negotiate with some special job agents regarding the user’s privacy policy.
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Job match agents compare the user’s data with the job database. If some jobs match the user’s requirements,
the job agent will send the job information to the user agent. Otherwise the job agent will send some
recommended jobs or message such as no job available currently to the user agent after searching its job
database. Sometimes the job match agents may need to negotiate the user agent to get more personal
information of the user.
In this particular scenario, user size and job size become more important for system scalability. Since realtime response to the request is not necessary, an appropriate response delay is acceptable.
Based on agent’s function (e.g. one agent with one user or one agent with multi-users) in the Labor Market
System (LMS), we propose three models as follows. They have different functions and scalabilities. We will
simulate and analyze them in Section 4.

3.1 Model 1
Each container has only one user agent and one job match agent (see Figure 3.1). All users’ CV, privacy
policy, profile and search conditions are saved in the user database. All users share one user agent that sends
user’s request data and some personal data to the job match agent according to the user’s privacy policy. All
job data are saved in job database. The job agent matches the user’s request with job data stored in the job
database. All user agents and job agents are proactive agents. We call this the centralized model.

User 1

User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n
User Database

Job Database

Same Container
Figure 3.1. The Labor Market Application Model 1.

The advantages of this model are as follows: the scalability of the user and job size is very good with a single
host, and it suits centralized control and management, by reducing the complexity and cost for privacy and
security management. On the negative side, the user agent has more power, becoming the trusted third party.
The quantitative analysis of the scalability is simulated in Section 4.
In this model, one possible configuration allows job agents in different containers but the same platform to
share their job database. Figure 3.2 depicts this situation. If so, it is not necessary for user agents to
communicate with other container’s job agents. The advantage in this situation is a reduction of
communication cost between different containers. The disadvantage is that the shared job database may be
very large, which may increase search and match cost.
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Container 1

User 1

User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n

User Database

Container 2

User 1

Job Database
User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User Database

User n

Same Platform
Figure 3.2. Model 1with the shared job database in the same platform.

The second situation is where the job agent in a different container has for itself, its own job database. Figure
3.3 depicts this situation. In this situation, it is necessary for the user agent to communicate with other
container’s job agent. This may reduce the local search and match cost, but if the user agent doesn’t get the
result from local job database it may need to go to other containers to search, which may increase
communication cost between different containers.
Container 1

User 1

User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n

User Database

Container 2

User 1

User 2

Job Database

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n

User Database

Job Database

Same Platform
Figure 3.3. Model 1 with the different job database in different containers.
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Finally, it is necessary for the user agent to communicate with other job agent on different platforms. Figure
3.4 depicts this situation. If the user agent doesn’t get results from its own platform, it needs to go to another
platform for job searching, which would increase the communication cost between different platforms.

User 1

User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n
User Database

Job Database

Platform 1

Platform 2
User 1

User 2

User
Agent

Job
Agent

o
User n
User Database

Job Database

Figure 3.4. Model 1: Communication between different platforms.

3.2 Model 2
Each user has his/her own personal agent and each container only has one job match agent (see Figure 3.5).
Each user’s agent sends his/her request data and some personal data to the job match agent according to the
user’s privacy policy. All job data is saved in the job database. The Job agent matches the user’s request with
job data stored in the job database. We call this a semi-centralized model.
User 1

User 2

o

Agent 1

Agent 2

Job
Agent

o
Job Database

User n

Agent n

Figure 3.5. The Labor Market Application Model 2.
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The advantages of this model are that the scalability of the job size is very good for a single host, and the user
has more power to control his privacy management. But since each user has his/her own agent and the labor
market system uses JADE as agent platform (i.e. using proactive agent technique), this may limit the user
agent size within a single host. Thus we must distribute the user agents among different hosts (containers) for
scalability. Another disadvantage is that the complexity cost of privacy and security management may
increase because every user controls his/her own privacy and security policy. The quantitative analysis of this
model scalability will be simulated in Section 4.
In this model, there are also three situations. The first situation is similar to the first situation of the model 1.
Figure 3.6 depicts this situation. In this situation, every user agent brings the user’s search conditions and
personal data to the job agent.
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Agent 2
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o

User n

Agent 2

User 1

Agent 1

User 2

Agent 2
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o

User n

Agent 2

Job
Agent

Container 2

Job
Agent

Job Database

Same Platform
Figure 3.6. Model 2 with the shared job database in the same platform.

The second situation is similar to the second situation of model 1 and is depicted in Figure 3.7. Here, if he
user’s agent doesn’t get the result from his/her local job agent, it needs to go to other container’s job agent to
search for a job.
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Figure 3.7. Model 2 with the different job database in different containers.

3.3 Model 3
In this model, each user has his/her own personal agent and each party, organization or company also has its
own job match agent (see Figure 3.8). Each user’s agent sends his/her request data and some personal data to
the job match agent according to the user’s privacy policy. Job agent matches the user’s request with job data
stored in the job database. We call this a decentralized model.

User 1

Agent 1
Job Agent 1

User 2

o
User n

Agent 2

o

o

Job Database

Job Agent m

Agent n

Job Database

Figure 3.8. The Labor Market Application Model 3.

The advantages of this model are that it is more convenient for users searching jobs, and parties offering jobs
and their negotiations. In addition, users have more control over privacy management. But since each user and
party has its own agent and the labor market system uses JADE as agent platform (i.e. using proactive
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agents), this may limit the user and party agent size on a single host. Thus we must distribute the user and
party agents in the different hosts (containers) for scalability. Another disadvantage is that the complexity cost
of the privacy and security management will be more than that of model 2. The quantitative analysis of the
scalability of this model is simulated in Section 5.2 and 5.3. In this model, there are also three situations that
are similar to both model 1 and model 2, but more complex. Figure 3.9 depicts the communications between
user agents and job agents.
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Figure 3.9. The Labor Market Application Model 3.
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4. The Simulation of the Labor Market System Scalability
We first introduce our simulation tools, environment and simulation parameters, and give the simulation
results based on the above models for the Labor Market Application in the JADE multi-agent platform. We
then analyze and compare their scalability from their performance results.

4.1 Simulation Tools and Environment
We use JAVA as the programming language, the JADE 2.5 platform as the multi-agent platform, and the
JavaTM 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SETM) version 1.3.1_01 and 1.4.0 as the essential Java tools and APIs
for developing the simulation applications.
The tests here are done on three computers. One computer is Intel Pentium 3 (named NC12950, Laptop), its
CPU is 733 MHz with 256 MB of system memory, and Windows 2000 operating system. The second
computer is Intel Pentium 3 (named Spin41), its CPU is 733MHz and memory is 256 MB, and the operation
system is Windows NT 4.0. Another computer, named NC84, is an Intel Pentium 4, operating at 1.50GHz
and Memory is 256 MB, and the operation system is Windows 2000. The communication between the two
computers is 100Mbps local Ethernet.
The tests are based on the idea that the users’ agents send the query-request messages to the job agents, and
the job agents then send the replay messages to these users’ agents. Since we do not have a sample job
database, and since we believe that the speed of the database search depends on the database platform and the
search mechanism, in this work we do not deal with the processing time of the database. We use a time of
zero for the database processing time. We only measure the processing time of the agents for request and
reply.

4.2 Simulation Parameters
In the labor market system, the important scalability parameters should be user size, job size, job search and
match speed, response time for a query, computing complexity for privacy and security processing, CPU
usage and memory requirement, etc. Since we don’t consider the processing time of the job database here, the
simulation parameters don’t include job size, and search and match speed in this simulation.
Thus, in our simulation, the simulation parameters include user size, average response time for a query in the
user agent side, average process time for a query in the job agent side, CPU and memory usage, computing
complex cost for privacy and security processing. Since so far we have not received details of the privacy and
security processing (e.g. protocols and algorithms, etc.) in the labor market system, we only give some
simulation results on the computing complex cost for privacy and security processing for our Model 3
according to the measure results to some core public key algorithms. The parameters are defined as follows.
•
•

User size: the number of the users (senders).
U_Time: Average response time for a user sending a query and receiving a reply. It is an average time
that the user agent sends a request message to a job agent and receives a reply from the job agent.
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•
•
•
•

J_Time: Average time for a job agent to process a query. It is an average time that the job agent receives a
request message and sends a reply to the user agent.
CPU usage: the percentage of CPU used during the agents work.
Memory usage: the percentage of Memory used during the agents work.
Computing complexity cost for privacy and security processing: the processing time to support the
privacy and security function.

4.3 Simulation Results
In this Section, we describe our simulation results in two parts. The first part is a comparison between Model
1 and Model 2 in terms of processing time, CPU and Memory usage. The second part focuses on the
simulation results for Model 2, since we believe that most people will want to have individual agents. As
well, Model 2 is suitable for general situations.
4.3.1

Comparison between Model 1 and Model 2

The tests were performed on PC: NC12950. The users’ agents and job agent were run in the same main
container. In order to provide a comparison between Model 1 and Model 2, we use another simulation
parameter—T_Time: total processing time for all request and reply messages in both users’ agents and job
agent side. The simulation tests are described as follows.
First, in order to test Model 1, we use one agent as the users’ agent, and another agent as the job agent. The
users’ agent sends 1000, 2000, …, 128000 request-messages to the job agent, respectively. The simulation
test results are as follows. Table 4.1 depicts the total processing time for the request and reply messages.
Table 4.1: The total processing time for request and reply messages in Model 1.
Messages
1000
2000
4000
8000
16000
32000 64000

128000

T_Time (ms)

28912

501

751

1232

2203

4166

7711

14621

Figure 4.1 depicts the CPU and Memory usage for the request and reply messages in Model 1. Considering
the CPU usage history, the first two pulses are the simulation results for sending 1000 request and reply
messages, the next two pulses are for sending 2000 request and reply messages, ..., the last two pulses are for
sending 128000 request and reply messages. Each pulse depicts one testing and we do two times testing for
one situation. In addition, each pulse has two peaks. The first peak is the CPU usage for the JADE platform
start-up and the second peak is the CPU usage for sending the messages. Since there is only one user agent,
the user agent has the same effect on the Memory usage.
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CPU usage for JADE platform start-up

CPU usage for sending request and reply messages

Figure 4.1. CPU and Memory usage for the request and reply messages in Model 1.

In order to compare with Model 1, we use one agent as the job agent and other agents as the users’ agents for
Model 2 testing. In this simulation, one user only has one user agent, and each user agent only sends 1000
request messages to the job agent. We simulate the results for one user agent, two user agents, …, 128 user
agents, respectively. The simulation test results are listed in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: The total processing time for request and reply messages in Model 2.
User agents
1
2
4
8
16
32
Messages
1000
2000
4000
8000
16000
32000
T_Time (ms)
571
962
1512
2624
5328
10305

64
64000
23532

128
128000
45615

Figure 4.2 depicts the CPU and Memory usage for the request and reply messages in Model 2. Considering
first the CPU usage history, the first two pulses are the simulation results for one user agent sending 1000
request and reply messages, the next two pulses are for two user agents sending 2000 request and reply
messages and each user agent just sending 1000 messages, ..., the last two pulses are for 128 user agents
sending 128000 request and reply messages and each user agent sending 1000 messages. In addition, each
pulse has two peaks in Figure 4.2, and the first peak is the CPU usage for the JADE platform start-up and the
second peak is the CPU usage for sending the messages. Since the user agent size is small, the increase in the
numbers of agents only has a small effect on the Memory usage.
Figure 4.3 depicts the comparison of the total processing time for sending request and reply messages
between Model 1 and Model 2.
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Figure 4.2. CPU and Memory usage for the request and reply messages in Model 2.
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Figure 4.3. The comparison of the total processing time for sending request and reply
messages between Model 1 and Model 2.

Although the performance of Model 1 is better than the performance of Model 2 from the above simulation,
we think Model 2 is more suitable for general situations since we believe that most people would like to have
their own individual agent. Please note that the above simulations only deal with the simple request-reply
messages and don't consider the complex software processing in real world.
4.3.2

Simulation Testing on Model 2

The simulation tests were performed on the PCs: Spin41 and NC84. In this part, we test the U_Time and
J_Time under different situations. First, we simulate the effect on the U_Time and J_Time when the agents
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are run in the different containers, different hosts and different platforms. Final, we simulate the effect of the
containers' size on the U_Time and J_Time.
In addition, one user only has one user agent in Model 2, and each user agent sends 1000 request messages to
the job agent during testing. There is only one job agent receiving all request messages and sending the reply
messages during the following simulation.
(1) The effect of the different containers, different hosts and different platforms
The simulation testing is done according to the users' agents and job agent in the same main container, the
users' agents and job agent in the different container but in the same host, the users' agents and job agent in
the different container and different hosts, and the users' agents and job agent in the different platforms. In
this part, we test the effect of the number of the user agents on the U_Time and J_Time under the above
different situations.
(a) Job agent and user agents in the same main container
The testing was performed on PC: Spin41. The users' agents and job agent were run in the same main
container, that is the only container during the simulation. Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4 depict the simulation
results.
Table 4.3: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the same container.
User agents' size
1
2
4
8
J_TIME (ms)
0.34034
0.290645
0.262816
0.241655
U_TIME (ms)
0.3
0.28
0.3605
0.795
User agents' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

16
0.2884
2.261938

32
0.3826
4.630063

0.2995
10.657

64

128
0.6118
33.3004

User agents' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

256
0.4487
48.137

512
0.3786
58.84357

1024
0.4617
96.20767

1600
0.543976
204.8378

Time (ms)

J_Time

U_Time

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

Number of User agents

Figure 4.4. J Time and U Time for the user agents and job agent in the same container.
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Note that when the number of user agents reaches 1124, some agents cannot write data into the files. But
before the number of user agents reaches 1024, all agents work properly.
(b) Job agent in the main container, user agents in the other container, and the two containers in the
same host and same platform
The testing was performed on PC: Spin41. The job agent was run in the main container, the users' agents were
run in the other container, and the two containers were run in the same host and the same JADE platform.
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.4 depict the simulation results.
Table 4.4: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the different containers.
User agents' size
1
2
4
8
J_TIME (ms)
8.05005
7.71986
7.5276
7.39905
U_TIME (ms)
8.112
8.6625
19.1825
43.8355
16
7.6749
97.04775

Time (ms)

User agents' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

32
7.9825
205.8363

64
8.2209
417.6849

J_Time

U_Time

50

100

128
8.0755
823.4324

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

150

Number of User agents

Figure 4.5. J_Time and U_Time for the user agents and job agent in the different containers.

(c) Job agent in the main container, user agents in the other container, and the two containers in the
different hosts but in the same platform
The testing was performed on PC: Spin41 and NC84. The job agent was run in the main container of the
Spin41, the users' agents were run in the non-main container of the NC84, and the two containers were run in
the same JADE platform. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.6 depict the simulation results.
Table 4.5: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the different hosts.
User agents' size
1
2
4
8
J_TIME (ms)
6.686687
4.393197
4.217304
4.077635
U_TIME (ms)
6.699
8.788
16.361
28.67
User agents' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

16
4.20352
61.10969

32
4.31534
134.0964

64
4.15462
267.5084

128
4.656166
529.2665
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Figure 4.6. J Time and U Time for the user agents and job agent in the different hosts.

(d) Job agent and user agents in the different platform
The testing was performed on PC: Spin41 and NC84. The job agent was run in the main container of the
Spin41, the users' agents were run in the main container in NC84. In addition, the two containers were run in
the different JADE platforms. Table 4.6 and Figure 4.7 depict the simulation results.
Table 4.6: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the different platforms.
User agents' size
1
2
4
8
J_TIME (ms)
15.62
9.93
8.17
7.85
U_TIME (ms)
15.88
20.10
32.99
63.08
16

32

7.74
120.7

Time (ms)

User agents' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

7.68
233.92

64

128

7.62
458.55

J_Time

U_Time

50

100

7.44
887.14

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

150

Number of User agents

Figure 4.7. J Time and U Time for the user agents and job agent in the different platforms.

(e) Comparison of the above simulation results
In order to evaluate the scalability of the above situations, we give a comparison of the above simulation
results as follows. Figure 4.8 depicts the comparison of the J_Times for the above simulations.
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Figure 4.8. The comparison of the J_Time for the different situations in Model 2.

Figure 4.9 depicts the comparison of the U_Times for the above simulations.
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Figure 4.9. The comparison of the U Time for the different situations in Model 2.

We get the following conclusions from the above simulation and comparison results.
•
•

The increase of the number of user agents has an effect on the U_Time, but no effect on J_Time for all
situations. This is mainly because the waiting time in the job agent queue increases with the number of
user agents. In addition, the U_Time increases linearly with the increase of the number of user agents.
From the above comparison, we know that the situation (a) is better than the situation (c), the situation (c)
is better than the situation (b) and (d), and the situation (b) is similar with the situation (d) for both
U_Time and J_Time.

(2) The effect of the number of the containers
The testing was performed on PC: Spin41 for situations wherein the users' agents and job agent were in the
same container, and the users' agents and job agent were in the different containers, but all agents in the same
platform. In this part, we test the effect of the number of the containers on the U_Time and J_Time under the
above different situations.
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(a) Job agent and user agents in the same main container
For this testing, we ran five agents in the same main container. Four of the agents are user agents, and last
agent is a job agent. We then increase the number of the containers for testing their effect on the U_Time and
J_Time. Table 4.7 and Figure 4.10 depict the simulation results.
Table 4.7: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the same main container.
Containers' size
2
4
8
16
J_TIME (ms)
0.338085
0.398
0.4255
0.43825
U_TIME (ms)
0.7985
0.71625
0.714
0.711
32
0.47325
0.7765

Time (ms)

Containers' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

48

64
0.53075
0.78875

J_Time

U_Time

0.52075
0.7925

128
0.6835
0.84375

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

50

100

150

Number of Containers
Figure 4.10. U Time and J Time for the user agents and job agent in the same container.

(b) Job agent and user agents in the different containers
For this testing, we ran four agents as user agents in a non-main container and another agent as job agent in
the main container. We then increased the number of the containers for testing their effect on the U_Time and
J_Time. Table 4.8 and Figure 4.11 depict the simulation results.
Table 4.8: U_Time and J_Time when the users' agents and job agent are run in the different containers.
Containers' size
2
4
8
16
J_TIME (ms)
7.556
8.78525
11.8245
19.82625
U_TIME (ms)
19.1825
20.62225
31.0495
73.6885
Containers' size
J_TIME (ms)
U_TIME (ms)

32
32.97725
125.703

48
46.294
177.1873

64
54.601
207.0505

128
101.163
386.571
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Figure 4.11. U Time and J Time for the user agents and job agent in the different containers.

(c) Comparison of the above simulation results
In order to evaluate the scalability of the above situations, we give a comparison of the above simulation
results as follows. Figure 4.12 depicts the comparison of the J_Times for the above simulations.

J_Time (ms)
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Figure 4.12. The comparison of the J_Time for the above situations.

Figure 4.13 depicts the comparison of the U_Times for the above simulations.
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Figure 4.13. The comparison of the U_Time for the above situations.
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From the above simulation and comparison results, we derive the following conclusions.
•
•

Increasing the number of containers has little effect on U_Time and J_Time when the user agents and job
agent are run in the same container.
Increasing the number of containers will cause the linear increase of U_Time and J_Time when the user
agents and job agent are run in the different containers.

5. Conclusion
There are many issues related to large-scale distributed system. In this paper, our research relates to the
upward scalability of the labor market multi-agent systems. We have proposed several probable models for
the labor market application, and have tested system scalability under different situations. Based on the
simulation results, we get the following conclusions.
•
•
•

•

A distributed labor market multi-agent system provides better scalability than a single labor market
system.
Scalability would be better if one machine runs only in one container, and the user agents and job agent
are run in the same container.
The increase of the number of user agents has an effect on the average processing time for the requestreply messages in the user agent side, but no effect on the average time for processing the request-reply
messages in the job agent side. The average processing time for the request-reply messages on the user
agent side increases linearly with an increase of the number of user agents.
The increase of the number of containers will cause a linear increase in the average processing time for
the request-reply messages in the user agent side and the average time for processing the request-reply
messages in the job agent side when the user agents and job agent are run in the different containers. But
the increase of the number of containers has little effect on the system scalability when the user agents
and job agent are run in the same container.

The dynamics of multi-agent system are hard to predict. The number of agents in large-scale distributed
applications can vary considerably over time. The systems need to be able to scale almost immediately
without a noticeable loss of performance, or a considerable increase in administrative complexity. Scalability
is an important, yet under-researched, aspect of agent platforms. While scalability can refer to many different
aspects like agent complexity or message volume, this paper focuses only on the number of agents and
messages, the resource consumption and performance effect of agents for the labor market multi-agent
system. Other areas requiring more research include the following.
•
•

The multi-agent system scalability based on the adaptable organization forms.
Scalability of security services, including privacy enhancing technologies.
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